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INTRQDUCTION

TEACHEW'S MANUAL FOR'SPEAKEASY, HEARSAY, AND READING RIGHT

AUTOBODY REPAIR

Speake.sn, Hearsay, and Reading_ Right are texts for...*
adults wh6 are sitaiing English as a second language in
the United States. The texts were delleloped pnder a tbderel .

grant trom the Department of Labor for the'qity and County
ot Honolulu at Honelulu Community,College, 1976-1977. The
texts are the result of the writing, tteachkng and revision
which was accomplished during the project.

,

Genotally, our'purpose in sititing the texts was to
demonstrate how English-as-a-second-language matel-isls can
be: developed for specific vocational skill areas. The
specificiot..stiona l. skill area.which we, used_ in deVeloping
our.materials was the Viptpbody reparr field. These materials
were used ip our progrO to prepare non-native speakers of,
English tor autobody repair training: The materii* them- S
selves and the techniques used in.teaching the materials
cap be adapted for use i92other vocational areas where
stud'ents whA aro non-native speakers of English ape enrolled.

VI%

ASSUMPTIONS.

'We have made-three basic assumptions about the students
wHo wift use tpe texts. First, they are adult, non-native
'learners of EngLish. Second, they are literate; that isi
they can read and write in their own languages. Third, the
students have spine experience speaking, reading.and writing
the English lang ge, probably in schools ill their ow
countries. The t xts are not intended for students wh
ares011iterate oe o have no experience with the Engli h .

language.

ORGANIZATION

TO. thtee texts which are a result of the project can
be-used together or in any combination. They are not
dependent upon one another, so they can be used separately.
For example, the reading test can be 'used alone without
'either the speakiN 'or the list'ening text. However, many .

of the topics in the three texts are coordicated, so if
two or three teitts are used in p program the material in,

. .

the units of one text will reinforce the skills learned in
the corresponding units in the ethee texs..

e
The information in this teaeher's manual is intended to

give you an overview of the material in the textbooks..

V
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Alre are also suggestions to help you use the texts
effectively. 1fe hope that you wi1I find the materials
Osetul and.that you xill change and supplement them to
fit ttie needs of your students.

HonO!u:u, ilawaii
Novomber 1977
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TO THE SPEAKEASY TEACHER

A SITUATIONAL DIALOG-DASVO APPROACH

speakyasy uses a situational dialog-based aPproach to the
t ea ch hti or Ttj I I sit for spec I a purpOses

REAL-LIFE TOPICS
4

, \The topieN of the dialogs are relevan) to the daily\
speaking problems ot a recent arrival in ihe United States
who is planning to go into autobody r.epatfr training. Thesk .

toplei; range tiom apartment hunting to uik of the dtse grinder,
from preparing for a job interview to app4.-ing plastic- filler.

twenty-seveff units, each with its own separate topic.

REAL-L1FE LANGUAGE

The language used in the units,is On real as possible. EncW
dialog was'written w'ith the vocabulary and syntax most apt to be
used hy pyople in the situation. There are examples of slang
usage and even local greetings (e.g., "Iliowzit?") as well as

. more formal conversational English. The level of formality waW
lubl)usted, to match the Hi ation as closely as possible. Talking
76 a lihrarian require( 0 formal language than talking to the
Journeyman (expert) in autobody shop, for example.

DIALOG APPROACH

There are many possible apprOaches to teachfnq spedking
skills to non-native speakers. The inimicry memorization
(or mim-- nssi) ,melthod'requires the students.both to memori4e
the dialog and.to wade through varions pattern practice and
transformation drills based on structures or whale sentences
from the.dialog. Dialogs in the mim mem methott ai-e usually
constructed around several. grammatical features. Real-life
situations are sometimes used, but the focal point of the
lesson is grammar.

'In Seeakea_sy, the sdidents are not requirea to memorize
each and every.sentence of the dialog, but rather to act
out the'dialogs.in as nearly natural settings as possible.
Each dialog is a.mini-drama, and the students are .uSually
asked to act out the part of each character in the drama. The
setting is very important in this approach, and It is up to
the teacher to make sure that every possible prop is available

N
to the students.as they act out the mini-drama. It is extreme-
ly important that the students know as closely as ponsible what
they are Saying in the dialogs.. Therefore, there is soMe
translation of difficult or novel words in the dialogs. In
he.mlm-- mem method, -translation is not generally used; but in"
§p.eakeasy, selective translation is felt to be a positive

1
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to. leari'ling. Dialogs are never trarla lated in t ot.o, but
perhai)s ton Co t went y words f rom .1 Lex i ca 1 ly-nove 1 Si t uat ion
dialog may be t vans 1 at ed and iJ 1 veal to t he a tudent a t o look at
before and (hiring act inki out, t Ite mini-drama.

'Vile main emphasis i a on practice in speaking rnal 'language,
not. on memorization of dialogs or drilling of gramMatica 1

I OMB 'Ph 1 a S i t ii.it lona 1 dialog appr (Licht p rot? Kies hot h t eacher
and at udeni most °Iwo and t I ex I hIt approach tt sovak Ott
pra-t 100

LEARTG GRAMMAR

4since there are no direct grammar lessons in the situa-
tional dialog approach used in the student must
induce the grammar system ot the anguage being learned. Some
students can learn exceptionally el I through a situatioRak'
dialog approach, while others podsibly because Of previous
experiences learning toreign languages have to have grammar
lessons from which they,can ao.tively deduce the system of the
new language. For this reason., it is recommended that teacherd
using this text he prep:Ired to supplement the units with gram-
mar lessons when necessary. To facilitate this dupplementation,
this teacher's manual includes, for each unit, a list oi
examples ot grammatical features used in the dialogs of that ap

unit. Many features are used rppeatedly in various dialogs
throughout the .-unit.s, giving the Students'ample opportunity
hi use them in different situations. Ths features chosen to
he listed in this manual, hoi4ever, are usualry those newly
ilitroduced in opich unit.

Teachers can use this guide to grammatical features' tO
make their own supplemental grammar lessons, or they,can use'
any on6 of a number of ESL texts with grammar-based.dialogs and
drills. Ln the classroom testing of Speakeasy, bilingual aides
were used to help .students with grammar problems. The use of
hilingnal .10des prdvides the student with an opporthnity for
highly indiPidualized instruction on gramm.pr problems, with
someonp who has already surmounted the same problems. When
the students are.from deveral different countries, having
bilingual aides for each language is admittedly-a luxury.
However, it is a strongly recommended luxury, if at all possi-
ble, because of thc feeling of security.it gives to the stu-
dents. In the student evaluations of the pilot project during
which S.L.1 WaS developed, tbe tremendous.contribution of4
the bilingual aides was mentioned by eLery student. But it
bilingual aides cannot be used, .there are translation manuals
accOmpanying STeake.asy. While these manuals do not usually
deal directly wITE-grammar, they do contribute to ie student's
sense of security, and would partially make up for the absence
of bilingual aides if none were available.

9
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PRONUNCIATION

Teaching pronunciat Ion, like teaching grammar, has both
supporters and ct Weccs. In the mim-mem method there 'are
minimal pair drilN, designed to focus studentsI attention oncontrast s of crucial sound features. Students are asked first -to listen to tTie ta...icher pronounce lists of minimal pairs likebit beat., ttt - feet, sit - seat , etc., and then to repeat
the words af ter the- Inst i:uctors. Many ESL teachers feel this
is .4 waste. ot t ime, that students do not learn pronunciation
well out ot context. These ESL teachers beIleve that sound .

systems are .best learned in context in the same way as
grammar systems. In :;vi2,!..riiy, there are no pronunciation
exercises, in keeving w [0)- the theory of_ contextual learning
ot systems. however, the teacher is -tfifain encOiraged to tuxe
supplementary pronunciation exe'reis.s Wrin it is felt -

necessary, Such exercises can be onducted by Li( oil bilingual
a I ole:; , n t h name way 1!; 9 r 111111,1 I I `HSOnii ill upport ive '
atmo:Thie,, of filf%Tod oxporlonco.

3
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INTRODUCTION TO ORGANIZATION

AN OVERVIEW OF SPEAKEASY

-111E TEM' is organized into,twenty-se'Ven
situational-basedunAts. Each unit contains a preview,'dialogs, questions andreview exorcises.

, I
, -

THE PREVIEW gives.students
a quick overview as. to the topicof'the unit, and the types of speaking activities they Wifl beexpected to porform.

THE DIALOGS are the meat 'of the'units. They set the sceneartif provide the real-life language to be acted Out in the mini-arama. Each sub-topic within et unit has two to foq dialogsof increasing grammatical difficulty and breadth of content'The firsti dialog is a simple introduction to the situation, witheach successive,dialog paraphrasing the precedin9, addingdifferent vocabulary, and ueihg more difficult syntax. Thisis desaigned. to allow the teAcher fle4bility when teachingstudents with widely varied abilities.

THE QUESTIONS whicti follow some dilialoga are designedto open shoft conVersations between students hnd teacher(s)
.about the situations portrayed in the dialogs. These questionscan ledd into extensive conCrets'atioivabout

personal experiences,especially with.advanced students. All students will benefitfrom hearing or participating in thbse impromptu conversatcons.
The intent is to,escoprage both.teachers and students to talktogether as MuCh as possible about thingsvhich naterestthem.

. TUE REVIEW EXERCISES
sometimes situations with prompter:

cards, sometimes outlines Of situatiods,with no prompts,
soMetimes.questioning/answering activati,ps - arb.designed.toallow students to demopstiate their ability.to speak in the'situation of the,unit and to give the instrudtor.an oppOrtunity-.to evaluate the studepts., Speaking is not a skill =enable to4

standard testing_pebocedures. You do not lwirn much about a''-student's ability to speak the language in real li,fe'if'yoU
adminiseer a wititten test. The best test is in the'medium oftheskill being tested. Therefore, the tests in.the speakingr lessons evaluate ability to.function welf in speaking sktua-
tions.

,

-
*/

.'
I. MODVLAPITY' s'

.
-

,- .._
.

df,the
t

27 unitSin Speakeasy, only 9 are directly, about
.autob909 topic,0: rhe remdining lirhaVe to do 4ith situations . ..any person coming to.a new country will encounter. Dec/aloeof the general nature of the.majorfty of the units, teachers
mai use Speakeasy with s,tUdents plannAng to:go into different' i.. vocations. If time dalOws, teachers potad create lessons. with

4
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yip
topics otfter,Wan autobody repair to match the vocatithial

.

goals of their students: It there is no extra time tor
currtculum development, the 18 genei-al lessons can be taught
ilithout ehe autdboOy-Qrieuted units.. The units can be thought
of as modular, In that those units wh.autob(ady topics'can be
replaced or skipped ovei- without any disruption in the 1.-Oarn-,
ing (or teaching) process.

,

COORDINATIoN WITH OTaER AUTOBoDY TEXTS

Speake.rsx ts partly coordinated with Hearta and Reading
Right. Alie nine units with autobody topics are direotri-
cooratnated with units from Ilearsu. If the listening Units
on\O'ach topic are taught first, tbe students will have a
(hance to become i 1 n ar. wieh new words and structures befofe
being-asked If) use them in the speaking class.

_

Many ot the eighteen units with geneta.l topics.re direct-
ly coordCnated wit.h the -untts on the.same topic in he;adinq

Th'is allows both teacher id students potentkal .

working with the sqme topic in difNirent elassvS. -the st149.03-
tediorder of presentation is reading first, srgäkiriTsecond, ,

since the reading lcssons enhance both the lit'ij sdent ' -',general
comprehension of t Re t'opic and their ability .t.ca under stand'.:::;-
novel vocolailasy And syntax. Howver, some, teacherv may wiSb'
to teach speaktngrfirst. This is-the teiicherl.s preiogattve,,
and the organization of the text intcrunitS with discrete

.

topics allows the teacher the!freedomAp Teach the units iu
other than the.numerical ordor.
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GENERAL itEACHAG. TIPS

,

V11014 e

.

. The props necessary for setting the scene ifor the mlni-dramas..
Of each unft should be gathered before the unit is begun. '

Alehough the exact nature of the props used will vary frprn-
teacher to teacheep_a list of suggested propS is included.in
the' Unit Tea.ching Notes, which follow this introdugtion.

.PROCEDURES FOR ACTING,OUTDIALOGS
.;

When the ;ilot version of Speakeasy was used in-classroom ,
pilot testing, each student was askedito-plai each chasacter in
.each dialog. However, the classes w.ere divided into intermediate
and low English ability levels and the dialogs were written

' 'with an according level of difficulty suited to each class. In
the final text,there are dialogs of two difficulty levels for
each sub-topic. With materials of this nature, the teacher

0 his flexibility in presentation. It would be polsetbist,to,askik ,

all students to play all parts of all dialogs, but this'wouldw'
. take a very long time for slower students who have not yet
mastered the more difficult structures. The faster students
would be bored waiting for the slower ones to datch up.
conceptually. Perhaps the best mode of presentation would be
to have the slower students act out the easier dialog while the
faster students listened. Then the faster students could act
out the harder dialog on the same subAct while the others
listpned to them. Exactly which students Would act out the

4 harder dialogs would involve a continuing decision process for
the.teacher, but at least all'students would get a' good feeling
for paraphrasing n English, and perhaps the example of the

,, faster students would eficOurage greater efforts by the heginners.
There are many opportunities,for peer interaction and tutoring
in this lesson forMat, and a good open atmosphere for
communication and learning will allow students to take most/
advantage of these opportunities.

1

When.new diilogs are to be acted out, one approach,
which was.found to reduce student anxiety in the pilot teachtng,
is to ask students to practice acting out the diAlog in small

m groups.first. Then each group can be called in front of the
class to perform. Students sheuld..probably not be asked to
memorize their parts in the dialogs, though eoes1 students take
pride in being able to set the book aside and say their linee
'by heart: Each student should be required, however, to Play
each part.of the assigned.dialog. This assures that every student
has practice both answering and asking questions or giving and.
receiving commands.

There are Many ways the dialogs could be'used in the
classroom. These are just a few of the isleas which came out
of the pilOt teaching. .

13
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USES,* 061.1STIONS

4

The questions ate included in the text to stimulate free
discussion between.-student and teacher and between student
and student. lb is purely up to theeteacher when and to whom
these quettions are'asked.' They can -be used when the students
s4tpm.t4) be geting tired of- just acting out ilialogs, and the
conversations they genhcate can be continued.the rest of the
petiod. The teacher it encouraged to aak students other
questions as well, in the spiTit of ()honing the doors to free
conversaCion and reducingAthe distande between teacher and.
stmderil. and between student and student.

.

REVI64 EXERCISES AND EVALUATION

The review exercises are designed to be similar to the
dlalog legsona of the unit in form ancl requiremeets on the
gtlidents. If the teacher asks each student to act out the
situations or ask the questions in the review exercises without
referring to the dialogs, the teacher should be able to asCertain
each student's.progress. Of course, in the process-of acting
out the dialogitAapeach unit, students are already pretty
clearlyjndicatiefi what theie problems.are to the teacher.
Speaking is a difficult skill to assess iA any other way than
by speaking with the peison to be assessed, or by listening
to that person speak with others. Therefor4, the review
fixercises are.constructed in such a way that the teacher gets
a.chance to listen once more to eadh student demonstrate his
itieaking ability; yet by aAking that the students not refer

A:o the dialcips, the teacher.can get an idea of the students'
'creative control of the. speaking skills being practiced in the
dhit.

..i some of the review exercises prOvide partial or complete
prippts, to help the students act out the variation on the
unit topic. (Some complete sets of prompts are included In this
teather's manual, with the unit notes.) These prompto,are
meant for the slower student It was discovered that SOMR
studente, either through shyness or inability, would not even
venpre an attempt at speaking if there were no prompt'. The
prowts in the review exercises are for students like this.
Other more advanced students should be able to handle the
open-ended situations, and should not be encouraged to use the
prompts (or at least nOt to stop with the prompts) . The best
testing situation is one in which students learn as well as
demoKStrate their rote knowledge. Creating a'learning
environment is the main intent of the review exercises.

USE AND INTERPRETATION OF GRAMMATICAL FEATURES
lk?

In the following section of this manual, UNIT TEACHING
NOTES, you will find listed examples of prominent grammatical
features used in the dialogs of each unit. For some features,

7
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you must mad across the page on a`fhorizontal line to makea igeaningl ul sentence out of the elements in the columns.por example, featuro-numher
4 kInit IV is

How muct riSterest do you pay?-40 ice (Freon want?
gas need?

."Inti.test" and "pay" make a good sentence, but "ice cream"ani.1 "pay" do not*. Since.the main feature here is questionformation and tHe movement of sentence' elements, it is notimportant tpat all elements match. The Nan po'int of thegrammatical features liSt is to provide the teacher with aquick Ipook at actual examples of the grammar used in the unit.How this list is Used is up to the teacher, but itis definitelynot meant tor student consumption in the form presented. Itois merely an aid to the preparation of grammar lessons shouldthe teacher wish to prepare such lessons.

Some of the tifatures include qramm'atical variations, likesingular versus plural, and a teacher interested in demonstra-ting the grammatical
relations of-number could make up a, shortlesson, with props, to demowtrate how number agreement works.For example, in the list of grammatical features for Unit III,number I is

Here i's 1 thelbanana.1
are plates.

_ :rhe teacher could hand one student
a banana, saying the firstsentence (i.e. the words on the upper line), and then handthe same student some plates, saying the second sentence.Then, on the basis of this example, the teacher could handthe plates to a third, and:so on.

This experiential approach-to teaching grammar has beenused by some teachers, but there is no proof'that all studentslearn grammar any better this way than by other. techniques.The truth is probably Chat some students learn well this way,others learn best by memorizing grammar rules, and others cangeneralize grammar from conversation practice without' rinyformal grathmar instruction-at all. So it is ultimately thetask of the teacher to match method with studarkt as well aspossible.

t).
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, PROPS :

one cardboard
thó phone company)

UNIt'TEACHING NOTES

GRAMMATICAL FEATURES

I. What time

4

a telephone set &my be borrowed from

is it?'
Afiould I come?'
do yon,qo to work?

21 I

It'si two forty-five.
-At

PNiT-1.1

PROPS

just the st'udents and. yourgelf

Gli1AMMATICAII FEATURES

rn

2. This is

1

3. John Lee .is youn uncle.
Mike a journeyman.
AI my friend.

1

.

4. Are you tt journeyMan?
Is she

RNIT_Trl

PROPS

pictures or other facsiniiles of foods, several paper plates
and a waiter's order pad, play money (Be sure db get coins, too.)

'

9
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GRAMMATICAL FEATURES

1.

¶ aro
the I banAT.

p12ttei:

2. 'What ! l you 'have to eat?
dOnk?

I'd like
I want
1.'11 hage

4. May I

breakfast *2.
Portuguese sausage..

45. How do you want
like, 1

Do you havn

C611.1.dik I have 1
t AkO

ps,

,-

A

Eigt11::13

Do you want hat, bacon or sausage?
I coffee?

4

PROPS ,

facsimile of a travelers check (obtain#ble from anyfriendly bank) , play money
I.,

GRAMMATICAL.FEATURES

1. I I want to I open a savings account.'
'd like deposit twenty dollars.

2. How much is lithe checkbook?'
I are the checks?

3. Row much do y'ou want to

4. How much interest
ice cream
gas

do

17

deposit'?
withdraw?
save?

1,446 1 pal
want
need

<,

1rok,ro

.10
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PROPS A )

the map df°TaMarind

(CRAMMATICAU FEATURES

1. Where do I cjbb

.t

;
City im the students' books;

. ,

^
shoel
food?

2. Whore. is ISakura's Shoe Storel
the _Post Offict.?

,p

3. How do I get to Sakura's?
to the Post Office?

1 there?

4. How far is Sakura's?
the Post Office]

Shbuld I take the bust
walk?

6. Whore can I Ilshoes? I'boy
get overalls?

Sakura's Shoe Store is acrossothe street.1
Reef Hardware Ofi the corner. 1

The slippers are on the shelt.
The shoes in the box.

I.

PROPS

work shoes, Particle masks, tennis shoes, slippers, and
overalls, or a facaimile of each, a foot ruler .(you may borrow
One from any friendly shoe store), a cictth meaaurinq tape, cans
of acrylic ehamel and aCrylic lacquer (empty or full), a
picking haMmer, a finishing hammer, pliers, and a phillips
screwdriver (from 6te toolbox), a one-gallonaplastic filler Can

11
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GRAMMATICAL FEATURES
.111b

1

1. What size i shoe's ;do you] wear?
I.Phots l' ,. take?
. coveralls ,

. on ,

I

2. 'I'll measure your foot.
his waist.

, my inseam.

13. Ourl Apex shoes sellfor 14e Aollars.
' Acme shoes 14

..,

particle masks'
. .

4 Plearia. show me your 'work shoelf.1

coveralls

5. What's your size?
insea
waist?

, 6 How much paint do you want?
filler need?

7. How much I are 1 the Apex shoes?
iis the paint?

. .

Itifirt-1.11-n]

PROPS

ratchet, slAde,hammei-, phillips screwdriver, 4.eieelend
brush, shrinking hammer, Vixen file, waterpump pliers (All
of these should be in your toolbox.)

GRAMMATICAL FEATURES

1.

2.

3.

'What's
What do you usel

That's.used for

How do you use

1 pulling
shrinking

I this.

the

the ratchet
the slide hammer
that'thing
it

out dents.1
bulges.

thing?
slide hammer

I

for?

19 12
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4

-..,,N

_
.

4. Illave'you ever dised
,..

al
Did you ever work with

het? 1

e brush?

%
.

.

5. Which
;

one
'

r that?
ones are those?

l

are they?_
. l'

1 6: °The-one With 1 thp rowk of scimare teeth.'
. Ia sharp eolnt, -

.

#

(ffff

PROPS

a paer of scissors, a bottle of hair.oil or facsimile,
an electric hair clipper or farsimile, an appointment book,
a telephone set

GRAMATICAL_PFATURES

1. Is Tuesday at i 4:30 okay?
Monday , noon I

2. When , do you want ! to come (in)?!
would you like L eat?

71.11

1 I. HoW would 1Wednesday teal five-thirty lbe? .

Friday two-fifteen

4. 1 I want to Imake an appointmenb for & 1 haircut. 1

I Could 1
. checkup?

5. How do you want it cUt?

I

sanded? I

cooked?

6. How do.yOu want me to cut it?
sand
-cook

7. How do you want the sideburns?
back?
front?
top?

1

8. How much is that? .

are those?
wiql this be?

13



bmitA

PROPS . 3

the classified .141,1, from th'e'local pa'per, A telephone get

gRAMMATIcAl. FRATUR-ES \

1: .Do .NtChave an apartment for rent?
a house sale?
flowers

2. Do you allow ctlildren?

1

permit dogs?
like waterbeds?

1

I. What time should we
When

,

com
eat?
,go?

4. There's alwashing machine]
lanai.

5. Is there a washing machine? .

lanai?

6. Who pays utilities?
gas?
electricity?,
water?

7. is the apartment furnished?
large?
cool?

1

r
8. What I furnishings' are included?

utilities
.

How many parking stalls

PROPS

one electric and one,ait-powered.discigrinder, a phillips
screwdriver, 16, 24, and 36 grit sanding diSim,:lome.pieces ofsheet metal, tin snips, a banged-up, rusty oId fender, a tape
measure, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 inch nuts and bolts, socketd and a
ratchet, phillips and regular screws

14
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) GRAMMAT1CAlt FEATURES

I. %Row do I sand
take
take

this
out
off

rusty spoti
this screw?
this nut?

2.

ITRat's 'the crofts-slotted one.
This is . thin

.- wide

V4. ,(You')) bbtter use the

Which grinder
disc
screwdriver

(81 CPI)0 LI Id you
they

use for this job?
po

: '('Cou have to)

( bigger.
smaller.
wider.
narrower.

electric.
24 grit.
phillips.

make 1 the I patch a 'half I inch
drill i hole quarter

I

6. I think we have some.
some tools.

ch-rn't think dny.
1 any discs.

7.
1Thete are 11 (Lme). snips 1 in stbe toolbox.
There's 1 some sheet metal lover there.

1 under,the car-.

.

8. It's good to leave a I lot of 'extra.
bad little
okay

PROPS,-

a toaster oven, knives, dishes, pans, glasses,.aluminum pans.
....

(for toaster oven), or pictures of all the above; a laundry .

soap box, a plastic dishwashing liquid bottle, soup cans, frozen
juice cans, pictures of oranges, fish, ice cream, eggs, bread,
milk,dhamburger,. canned cOrn, lettuce, tomatoes, carrots, bananas,
raisins, newspaper ads for several.supermarkets

22
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GRAMMATICAL _FEATURES

1. I We 11 go look at ; them.
I4Let's the glasses]

2. What do you have on special?
they sale?

1

VAI.T.

3. IWO _have I two toaster ovens I on sale
11The ad says they orange juice ion special

today..

4. We need a large saucepan, a toaster, and a big knife.

5., How I big
I wide

II,is

does I I

the toaster oven?
the patch have to.be?

6. Get me
I I'll get

i some of that good vegetable soup, too.
canned corn,
orange juice,

1

7. Get a couple , ripe ones and the rest Igreen.di
Ismall. I

a few 'big
one or two Iheavy

.
.

.

light. 1

8. Will you get some ;.fish fox {dinner?
meat i lunch?' 1

! .

d !eggs 'breakfast?

9. This oven is bisiN enough to heat leftovers.
I khife I shar , .cut bread.

10. I think

can

can't

these
those
this
that

get

are pretty sharp.
'heavy.

is strong.

one of these !pans]
boxes

this pan
that box

in the oven.1
cart.
bag.

PROPS

a tape measure, the diagram of Randy and Nancy's apartment
in thb student handbook

_S. 16
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, 1.

GRAMMATICAL FEATURES
. .. . . _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ .

, 0 I

1. Can- you .help,me Lineal:6re the living room?

Illhe .1 kou 1

. iohnrr /this box?'

./ ,

%
2A'llold the tapekmeasure up here on the wall.

ddWn here nexrto the floor-
,

over there on.that wakl.
_

3. How wide is the room? i

1

long
high

that wall?
it?

4. I want you
her
John

to help me
you
her
them

measure this room. .

buy the sofa.

5. We 'II put I the T.V. next to the sofa.
, could a lamp on the table.

can here. /

6. Let's put the T.V. ion the table.
a lamp , next to the chair.

Plops

a roloc disc, an electric drill, an orbital sander, a
Rondo file, a sanding blotk, a disc grinder, a ViNpn file, 80
grit sandpaper, a welding torch, a wire.brush4, sandIng,discs
of several grits, a slide hammer, a can of plastic filler, a
pike of sheet metal

GRAMMATICAL FEATURES
4

1. Vow do Alt-use the roloc disc?
ithe orbital sander2
plastic filler?

2. What do I use the orbital sander for?
rolbc disc

. Vixen file

I for fine sanding.
JThat:s I sanding small places.

filing metal.

17



er

rou have to lusd the
should.
shouldn't

Vixen file,
Bondo file/
24 grit

to

1

,/ cut Metal. ,

1 cut*filler.
1,

smooth filler.

5. You couldkl skip lunch I but 'you'd be I hungry.'

work late tired.

Which do I

First the

b

use first, the

Rondo file,
torch,
hammer,

then

Rondo
brush
hammer

the

file

block.
brush.
file.

or the block?
torch?
file? 1.

N.

IUNITTRT1

PROPS

cbuld
shouLd
ought to

can't
shouldn't
couldn't

use the
i

use the

roloc disc
Vixen file
Rondo file

grinder,
should
could
right?

couldn't
shouldn't
right?

I?
I?

I.

automobile classified ads, your c r (if it's used, otherwise

borrow a used car)

GRAMMATICAL FEATURES *".'
.

1. Are you selling a I '08 Toyota? I
'70 Datsun?

I

'71 Valian
'for. sate]

t
1

.

2. Yes, 1 am.
No, I'm not. I have a '69 VW

.

3. How' the I body? I

H
iixterior?

ow are tires?

15



I .

4. ,-1What

5. .The

.6. Where

7, How,much

!shape is
, are.

body ,

iderior
tires
seats'-

ccin I See

do you

Is

are

the

it?
yOur

wani

body
tires

okay..
good.
new.
a little

car?

for

I

I

I it?
the

1lin?

ripplsd.

Toyota?'

I

H: I'm asking $350.
$575. I ,.

110w many I miles does it ha3t0.?
dents

4'

0

10iThe ftont tires are 1.almost net).
:back ones IwOrn prqtty bad.

. I seats a little ripped.

II. iDo you want' Ito dtive it?
Would ygu like see it?

look if over?

REVIEW PROMPTS

CARD A-1 Exercise I-

I

How mulch is youx Toyota?
Datsun?
VW?

How's the body?

How's the interior?

-How are the tires?

How's the ehgine?

HOw many miles?

Can I see it now?

19.
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CARD B-1
Exercise 1

Seven ninety-five ($795).

r';It's okay. Ns., A rutt. Only a few dents.

Not bad.

They're okpy The front tires are new.

It runs great.

Seventy-five thousand.

Sure. L'm at 1207 Nene St., apartment 107.

CARD A-2

How much are you asking?

Is.thetcdy,okay?

Is the inteKior okay?

the tires okay?

Is the engine okay?.
.

-gbw Many miles on it?

Where can I see it?-

CARDt B-2

Pm asking) seven hundredlipinety-five dollars.

Pretty good. A little rust.

The seats are it little ripPed.
-

Not bad. The front ones are new.

Yes. No problems.

Fifty-nine thousand.

Idieive at 1207 Nene Street.,

t1

Come,any time.

Exercise 1

Exercise 1

20



CARD A-1

Hi. I called about your car.

Not much tread on the back tires.

The right fedder has a big dent.

\-Let me'drive it, okay?

It tarts kind of hard.

The brakes-aren't so good.

The ondio doesn't work.

The windshield wipers don't work.

CARD B-1

Ri ght. It 's out in back.

Bpt the front tires are great.

Yes, but the rEist of:the body is okay.

'Fine. The key's in the ignition.

Only when it's cold.

They just need adjustment.

I think it needs a new part.

The switch is broken.

,

4

I"

Exercise 2

EXercise 2

21



CARD A-2 Exercise

.Hello. I called abgut the Toyota.

The back trres are pretty worn.

There's a big dent in this fender.

Okay if I drive it?

It doesn't start so good.

The brake pedal is low.

%Doesn't the radio work?

Don't the windshield wipers work?

CARD B-2

Yes: It's, out back in the carport.

But the front tires are almost new.

But that's the only dent.

Sure. Here's the key.

That's because it's cold.
*no

Yes. Thb brakes need to be adjusted.

No. It needs a transistor.

'No. They just need to be tightened.

PIT EM

PROPS

Exercise 2

furniture store atli from the newspaper, old Sears catalogs,
other assorted pictures of furniture

22



GRAMMATICAL FEATURES %

IHere's

Here are 1

-a dinette set
a sofa bed
some beds 1

I in the classified.' 1

under Furniture.
under Miscellaneous.

4

2" It I I th.ailare I I

twin beds I for I $77. I

sofas $250.

3.

IZofa beds are more expensive than I regular sofas.
Twin beds, . less I double beds.

* 4. The lowest price fon twin beds
highest double beds
best ginettes

k

IMP's catald9 I is I $77.1
Miscellaneois $75.

I

in
under

5.. We have one sofa bed on sale for $299.
1 sofa

double bed .-

.1 we 'want. I
need.

6. They have everything
..,. '

all the things
all the furniture

REVIEW PROMPTS_ _ _ _ _
CARD A-I

Hello. Do you have a double

How much?

Is it in good shape?

Does it have a headboard?

When can I,come and see it?

L.

st.

bed for sale?.

Exercise 2

2 3



CARD B-1

Hello?

Yes, I do!

I'm asking seventy dollare.

Yes. It's almogt new.

No, just the frame.

Anytime. I live.at 1231 Banyan Tree.

Exercise 2

CARD A-2
Exercise 2

Hello: You advertise a double bed?.

How much are you asking?

What shape is I in?,

.Is there a headboard?

Can I see it at nodn?

1411

CARD B-2
Exercise 2

Hello?

That's right.

Seventy-five dollars.

Perfect. t bought it three months ago.
1

No. Just a frame.

Sure. I'm at 1231 Banyan Tree.

11

24



PROPS

a pick hammer, a Vixen file, a doily, a speed file, a.
can of,plastic fillertma squeegee, a finishing hammer, a .

. dented fender

Ii

GRAMMATICAL rismum13

,,,,-

1. Should'I use the 'pick hammer' here?
speed file

hammer-on-dolly

2. If youl pick and file, lit will I take too long.I
. .

tammer-:on-dolly, go faster.

' .

3. What shodld I do with this 'dent?
rust spot? .

4. %After I 'bring it up, 'should I kick and filo?
hammer-off-dolly, hammer-on-dollyJ

I

5. 'What I method should I use here?.
Which hammer

.

.

'

file'

6. Would you use the I pick hammer lor I hammer and dolly' here?
speed filo sanding block

7. It would take a long time Ito pick up.'
to grind.

purntvil

PROPS

a signature card from your bank, sample checks (deluxe and
regular) from your bank

GRAMMATICAL FEATURES

1. Why do I You I want I *mother's maiden name"?1
they birthdats?

32
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2. Do you charge for checks?
traveler's checke

I overdrafts?

3. We'll 'call lyou if you lake an overdraft. Iwrite Wise a loan payment.
4. Try Ito I keep a balanced check register.Inot tof overdraw your account.

write too many checks.

PROPS

a telephone set, a toy stethoscopera bottle of aspirin,a doctor's scale (if possible, otherwise a bathroom scale),a blood pressure apparatus (if possible), a medical historyform, a financial form (You should be able to get these at yourdoctor's office.)i a large boy doll', a large girl doll (Dialog $)

GRAMMATIgAL FEATURES

1. II II have i a 1 bad oold.
I

She has sore throat.

2. I Wive I I you I (ever) 'visited
Ras she come to 1 th.

clinic I before?I

hospital
3. I've never visited 1 this I clinic [before.

I

We' ve
come to

.

hospital
been to

She's

place

4. .,.I I think I we I can 11 fit you in at 11:00.1
guess could take you at 10:30.

.

, 1

5. Oodld you O meNO your nem and
her wiffea name
him . child's name

'clinic card number? ?I

social security number

S.
IMO 11 I have I you I register with I us I then.She'll them her

7. we II 'a like 1 you I fill Out OMB forms..1 I Want I her take aspirin and drink inicell.1I thou
,

de

33
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8.

9.

10.

.11.

.,,

The doctor 'will be
is

.I took 'some 'aspirin
I

.

had

How long have you

'About two days.I
Just today.

cough'syrup

had
been
taken

ready to see you
.

'about Ian

this cold?
sick?
the aspirin

in ten minutes.
now.

hour lago.
two hobrs

toNIT 814

,PROPS

a tap. measure, the floor plan of Randy and Nancy's
'apartment (Have the students measure this first. It conforms ,

to the lengths in the dialog at 1/8", al 1 foot.), a hand or elec-
tric drill, a set of drill bits, l/8" screws, a pencil, some
old two-by-twod, some one-by-eight shelving (if possible)

GRANMATICAL PRATURtS

1. Hold the end lof theltapo. lom thelfloori-

1 We
middle bracket wall.

asure length. room.

2.

'Are you going to iput them in the middle?
Did rob at the end? e

on tho wall?

I

3. I'll help you measure%
drill.
cut the stringers.

4. What aims bit do you want?
. Screw

bracket

27



Pkrerliq

PROPS

one lectric and one
36 grit discs

GRAMMATICAL FEATURES

ft

1.

-

air-powered disc grinder, 16, 24, and

1

What grit do I use
screwdriver
disc -

I

I

2. We usually use 36 grit fo
16

I

to removelrust?
.

this screw?'
for smoothening metal?

smoothening.
rough cutting.

to smoothen.
rough.cnt.

4.

If it's'a big area, you can use the electric grinder.
small'
rusty

air grinder.
16 grit disc.

What about smoothening out the,metal after
roughingup I before

'picking and filing?
working with the hammer and dollyd

5. What angle should I hold the

6 .

UNIT )(24

That depends

grinder?
power drill? 1

slide hammer4

I

on what you're doing.
, where you're.working.

. how much you want to cut.

PROPS

- a timing light, point gap gauge, socket wrenches, oil,
grease, grease gun, your car's engine (If you can't bring your'car into class, brifig your class to your car. Make the lessonreal.)

28



GRAMMATICAL FEATURES

1. .1 couldn't start the car.
fix tho carburetor.
repair thb radiator.

2.
ICan you tune it up yourself?
(an't fix it

I

3. I o ld, but I don't have a timing light.
'the correct tools.

1

4. (I think) it needs a tune-up.
an oil change.
a new engine.

5. Wtfy can't you tune it up yourself?
fix it
change the oil

to
Itake lit?
put

6'. 'Where' are you going
is she

7. Whet kind of problems are you having?
did you have?
do you expect to have?

8. My car
It

My rAdiator

9. When] should
can

needs a tune-up.
starts hard.
runs really rough.
stalls a lot.
leaks.

I

'pick it up?
come bud get it?

I

10. We '11 lhave it 'finished by 400.
should your car

1

11. Does it start hard?
, run rough?

Do the brakes pull?
the wheels shimmy?

12. We've been having trouble starting it.
. ixing it. I

.

1

13. It's been starting hard.
running rough.

29
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1

REVIEW PROMPTS

CARD A

My car won't start,.

Rut I have a new battery.

I. have to put water in my car al the time.

My engine runs really rough.

CARD B

You probably need a new battery.

Well, maybe.its the battery cables then..

You probably have a leak in the radiator.

You probably-need a tune-up.

PNIT P.1.4

Exercise I.

Exescime 1

PROPS

books of stamps, a money order or facsimile, a small
scale, some small package., some letters, pamphlets from the
Post Office explaining rites and. services (The Post Office
in Honolulu was happy to send enough pamphlets for every student.)

GRAMMATICAL FEATURES

i How mUch is the charge per pound to send package,
ounce letters

'First Class/
Air Mail?

2.
IHow 11 would you like 1 to I send it?
What class did you 'want, mail the package

wish your letter?

3. How much would it be by Air Mail?

I

Fourth Clais?
Parcel Post?

tit

30



PUT XX/14

PROPS

a telephone set

GRAMMATICAL MATURES

1. What part of

.1

the lalrtment I is 'burning? I
. house .on fire?

2. The fire started in the livingroom.
began

1

kitchen.
spread to bedrooms.

3. This guy Islished intollme!
tailended my card

4. Where was the accident?

i

drowning?
.6 fire?

5. The're's been an auto accident.

1

a robbery.
4 bad accident.

6. Only one person was hurt
injured

1 burned

7. My wift;'s friend 'drowned.
swallowed too much water.

8. A patrolman will be there
I

in a minute.
arrive

ISN'T XX f

PROPS

a can of plastic filler, a putty knife, a tube of hardener,
a Bondo file, a featheredger, a sandlng block,.40 grit
sandpaper, a fender or other metal lairface

31



GRAMMATICAL FEATURES_

1. I shouldn't

2. How much

3. The more

4. How long

5. That depends

6. Plastic filler

7. What do you

-

I

hardener

I
plastic

you

should

guys

use
1,eave

try,
I practice,

on

is

too

I ;mix
lwait

how
I how

use

much,
any streaks,

filler

the

fast
slow

a little
hard

I not easy

to

Ido

'the

before

smooth
cut

1 apply

you

better

stuff?

it

I

ericky

right?

use?

.

cuttingd

hardens.
dries.

filler?

you

.to

Ii

get.

work with.

iiipjr-f-)bq

pROPS

a facsimile of a traffic ticket, a facsimile of a policeman's

ticket pad

UOMMATICAL FEATURES

d. Do you know why I stopped you?
.what you did wrong?
what law you broke?

2. You turned Irom the

3. I Ithought I that
think

there

wrong Ilane,,
midale

0

Was a parking lane.

was

IS

la atoplight.

4. Are you aware that yoU made an illegal turn?
broke the law?

39
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1

v...

S. There are no cars, parked in that len*.
driving in the tft lane, vga5.:

6. Turn from as I close I as possitile I to I the -Ourb.
far from

7.

.

1

oo you wan$ to pay the I icicketi or qo to.court?
Woulci you like fine talk it ovr wit

the judge?

e. I haven't I had any other I ticket5 .
broken laws.' ,I

.-

9J What if I want6d to I contest the ticket? I

plead not "guilty?

PROPS
. .

your nettrby
fieldtrip.)

library and librarian" iTaket. your students on

GRAMMATICAL FEATURES

1. I think I'll buy some book)).
go to the bookstor
visi.t the library.

2.

II . I don't } have 1 a I library card.
You need driver' s license.'

3. You' don't have to pay for late books?.
lost
ripped

4. Do you know how to use the cord catalog? I

disc grinder?

33.
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REVIEW PROMPTS
,

CARD R
Exerciae 1

Where's the card catalog?'

Where are qie books vn autobody repair?

How do I use the,card atalog?
e

What if I can't find the book?

Do you have any records or cassettes/
A

Where-do you keep your magazines? Do you allow people to
borrow thein?

I.can't find this book. (Show librarian call number.
I looked for it but it's not on the shelves.

CARD A

It's over there. (Points.)

Check the Oard catalog first.

Exercisel

Look up your book, aubject or author; write down the
call number; then go to the s.tacka to find your bOok:

Come to the front desk and I'll.check for you.

Yes, w* do. We_have a listening room if ybu want to listen
here, or you'can borrowwhat you want and take it,home.

ieThe magazine rack is over there.. We don't allow magazines
'out of the library, but you'reWelcome to read them here.

4It could be on the sorting shelf or a. sorting cart in that
section. et me cheCk first to see if the'book is out.

*MIT XxiltA

PROPS

5he resuMi and cover letter in the tudenbtext, your oWn
resume (if you wish to show it to your sbudentS)

34



GRAMMATICAL FEATURES

1. A resumi shows your employment history 'at a glance.
education
'experience

2. Youlought to !type up a I resumi
to

give
shoUld cover let

I

send'

to
IMr. Fukuda.
the interviewer]

3. Whatlautobody 'work did you do lin training?
wel4ing at your last job?!

4. .1Welpracticediwelding, grinding, and priming.'
applying filler.

5. Did you ever do any other autobody work? I
type of work?

I

6. I have worked on interiors.
framystraightening.1

4 ,

I

7. We did mostly spot repairs.
priming aad painting.I

35



TO THE HEARSAY TEACHER

This part of the teacher's manual is a guide to help,
you use the autobody video liisteninig materials in theclassroom. It includes:

,
1) the purposes of the materials and s0Me reasons,for the

use of videotaped lectures

2) background information on the making of the tapes

3) the organization of the tapes and texts

4) contents of the workbooks, translation manuals, and
transcript texts

5) .svggt#stions on how to conduct clasies

6) lead questions necessary for Pick the Pictures exrcises

7) suggestions for other activities -

CP

PURPOSES OC THE MATERIALS AND SOME RE/dONE FOR THE USE OF
VIDEOTAPED LECTURES.

A

Students of autobody repair learn their job 'skills Onthe job, in a school shOp;.and/or in work experience
situations. A teacher or journeYman (experienced repairman)
gives explanations and demonstrations of various repair
techniques, and the students are assigned jobs to work on
and develop their skills- with. In such a situation,
sinderstanding the explanations and instructiona.is crucialto learning the job skills. For foreign students, oral
communication and demonstration are often the only methods
of instruction, since 4n autobody text ymy be far too
difficult for them to read and understand.

Therefore, the main purpode of the.autobOdy video
listening materials is to help students 61 English as a
seCond language develop their abilities to understand such
demons%rations and explanations. A secondary purpose is to
give them informatlon on autbbody repair tocas and techniques
in order to acquaint thom with some of the tasks of autobodY
repairmen. A third purpose is to acquaint them with the' ,--
specialized vocabulary and terminology used in this vocation.:

. .

0

Nideotaped lectures were utilized rather than language
lab tapes because the students can see the speaker on the
videotape monitor screen as he talks, and the visual infor-
mation aids in comprehension of the language. Also, the
tools can be shown, and the techniques are demonstrated step-
by-step, both of which would be difficult with audio tapes
or a language lab set-up and materials. Videotaped lectures
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also 'have advantages over lectures delivered by classroom
teachers, since Ihe students can view the lecture, or, part
of the lecture, as many times as is necessary in order to
.understand it. The students can thus focus on and listen.
agaiN to the exact gim tanguage which they d not under-
starid in.the first delivery of the lecture.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE MAKING OF THE

The videotapes were filmed either in the Honolulu
Community College videotaping studio or in the autobody
repair shop. Only the lectures whichgrequired the.use of
power tools or spray guns were taped in the repair shop.
Due to the background sounds of repair work being done
there by HCC students, some ef the tapes are fairly noisy.
However, since these are the conditions within which
autobody repairmen work and have to communicate, the noise
aeons appropriate and is seldom loud enough to interfere
with what the lecturer is saying.

Herbert Nishii, the lecturer, chose topics which he
felt would give the studentsimportant and basic information
on autobody work. He plannea the lectures in rough outline
form and then spoke without any kind of script. His lectures
therefore 4ave the appeorance of ordinary, everyday conver-
sational speech: with all of the rephrasing., repetitions,
"filler wOrds" (such as "you know" and "okay") and occasional
errors in speech ifor example, saying one word When another
is meant) which the students will encounter while listening
to anyone speaking English.

Actually, though, Herbert Nishii's lectures are far
more organized and systematic than impromptu speeches wOOld
be;-a similar explanation given by a journeyman in a. shop
would probably be considerably more difficult for the students
to understand, especially if the journeyman tries to include
information in as much detail as Herbert Nishii has done.
A clearly organized video lecture is important because the
students cannot ask questions of the speaker; in a shop the
students can and should ask questions when they,do not
undetetand something.

ORGANIZATION OF THE TAPES AND TEXTS

Since shortr lecture segments were easier for our
students to understand, I divided the lectures into parts
and Steven Downey made the divisions in the tape lectures
by editing them in. For the more advanced.students, Seris .

A. lectures are Oivided into two, thre, four, and somtimes
more parts depending on the total leingth of the lecture.
Series S tapes were made for the more basic students, and
these lectures are divided into many more (and therefore
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shorter) segments-- up to seventeen pe;rts.for the lonijiloW
lectures. While editing the lectures into parts, we also
edited out some overlong grinding and picking sequences,
some confusing sentences, and'rearranged some lecture parts
for better or,anization. 9ome of these edits are noticeable,
but ()spy by quick jump in the picture.

.. There are separate exercise workbooks for Series A and
.

.Series 11 tapes. The exercises for Series Et are not eecessar-
ily easier than those for Series A, though.I did try to keep
them as simple SS I could. For some of the lectures, Series
A and /4 exercises are nearly the same but grouped differently
to correspond to:the correct lecture series parts. Every
lecture part tor both Series A and Series p has a wet of
exercise questions to accompany it.

CONTENTS OF THE WORKBOOKS, TRANShATION MANUALS, AND TRANSCRIPT
TEXTS

The workbooks consist of nine different typesof exer-
cises:

(TtA) MultiEle Choice: Please select one or more correct
iiha-ces to complete each sentence below." Circle
the letter(s) of your choice(11).

(Trk..True-yal8e:4 Decide if the statement is true or false.
If It is true, write a 'kin the blank. If it is
false, write an F in thelblank. ,

(Tre) Short Answer: Write a short.enswer to the question.

(Trp) Fill in the 9 nits: Write a word or words in the
----Faiik-115-6OMOete the sentence.

(TrE) NUmber in Order: Number these operations in
aron6M-41i7al order.

(TrF) Draw_ljnes: Draw lines from the items in the left
cofumn to the appropriate ones in the right
column.

(TrG) Cloze: Listen to the lecture. some worde are
missing in your transcript. Write the missing ,

words in the blanhs.

(TrH) Label.ithe,Pictures: Label the pictured items.

(Trl) Pick the Pictures: The teacher will read some
questions or statements. Find the picture
which answers the question or matches the

. statement. Put the letter of the picture
. in the blonk after the number of the question.
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The workbooks also have Previews and Questions to Think
About for each lecture. The pr.viswa are summaries qi tfie
content of the part(s) of the lecture, and the questions are
designed to alert the students to important points which will
be made in the lecture part(s) they will be %fetching in that
class or the next. Note that for the Series B previews and
queetions, two or more parts are often grouped together in
the same preview summary and questions.

The directions for the exercises, and the previws and
questions in their entirety, are translated in the tudents'
translation manuals. You can also find in the translation
manual,* the important vocabulary items listed in the order
in which they appear in the lecture. This UST is identical
for all of the translation texts, and can be utilised by you
for vocabulary work with the students.

There is another text which consists of transcripts of.
the lectures and answer keys for the exercise workbooks.

.

The tape transcripts were made verbatim from the tapes.
Some "filler words" were omitted from the transcripts, such
as "okay" and the linked repetitions of a word while the
lecturer fs thinking. The parts for Series A are indicated
at the beginning of each part. Series B parts are indicated
by paiagraphing, and the part numbers are written in the
margina with asterisks after the number.

SUGGESTIONS ON HoW TO CONDUCT CLASSES

Here are some suggestions on how to conduct classes.
Teachers will, of course, have to modify these procedures
according to hbw difficult or easy the students find the
lectures and exercises to be.

Have the students read the vocabulary for the,locture
part(s) in their translation manuals the day before they see
the lecture part(s) for the first time. Read the vocabulary
aloud. Have the students repeat the words after you. Give
them time to read the translations and get the moaning of
the.words. .If thre is time, have each student road aloud
a few of the words again, without your modeling the pronun-
ciations. You can make quick,corrections of their pronuncia-
tion if they are way off, but remeMber that the main goal
here is that they be able to recognise the words, and remem-
ber the meanings. Later vocabulary work might involve
having them leant the spellings and use the words in sentences.

Have the students also readsthe Previews and Questions
befor they see the lecture parts. This reading would be a
good homework assignment for the students, since the trans-
litions will allow the students to do the teading on their
own. You will only (ind out trots experience how fast your .
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students can progress through the lectures and xerciseal
for a while you may not know how many previews and questions
to assign for homework reading, but after a pattern is
established you should have no more difficulties with giving
assignmenta. Generally, my more advanced students were ableto ao one A Series part every hour-lonq class period. Somew
times, for the.longer lectures, one and a half class periods
were neceiisary to complete a part. The more basic students
can cover one, two, or sometimes three parts, depending oh
the length'and difficulty of the parts and how quickly their
listening skink develop in the course of the term. Once
you get a.teel for how much they can handle, do not auto-
matically assume that every lecture part will take the same
amount.of time. Some lecture pmrts are of e much greater
complexity than other parts. LectUres XI and XII are
especially difficult for A:1 stddents.

When you begin ,; class, check that the students watch
the lectdre part the first tiime Without looking at any texts.
Then give them time to read through all 1:)f the exercise
questions in tbeir workbook for that lecture part. Have them
write aeswers for the ones they know'. IA would be advisable
to have them write their numbered Answers in a separate eote-
book, aince the Wpaces in the workbook fok many of the4ypes
of execcises are too small to write in. This also. gives you
the option or using the same workbooks for later claises.

When you see that the students have answered the
questions they cop, rewind the tape and pfay it back for .
them to see again. Tilts time, encourage them.to have their
vocabelary lists and workbooks.open in front of them, and
to take notes in their notebooks whale the tape is being'
played.. After the second tape viewing, have the students
finish up their exercise questions. Then ask the stAidents,
individually or as a grbup, the answers to the questions.

.Let this part of class time be filled with interactien between
students. For example, if one student says that.the anawer
to nUmber one is "a", ask the other students if that answer
is coerect. Let the students argue, agree, disagree With

.1

each other, and exp ain why they chose the.answer they did,
if they can. Give t em the correct answer after discussion
of each number, and xplain why that anawer is correct,.if
necessary. Answer a l questions. .

If, after explanations, some students ytill do not
understand why a particular answer is correct, you might
play\ that section of the lecture part again. As a final
step.',you may choose ta,hand out the transcript texts to
the whole class and,play the lecture tittle part once more,
so that the atudents can read the transcript while listening
to the lecture, and see exactly where they misunderstood the
lecture part. Note that this should not be a regular

.

procedure, but simply an occasional last resort for difficult
lecture parts.
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When the students are clear about the answers to the
exercises, you are finished with that lecture part. You
can end the class there, begin another lecture part, or do
vocabulary work with the students in the remaining clams
time. Vocabulary work is important in that it helps the
students learn the new words. It also helps them rtain
words learned previously, and that is important since ih the
translation text, vocabulary is not translated again and
again for them as it reappears in lecture after lecture.
You can expect the students to learn and remember the
spellinqsand meanings of all the vocabulary items. Give
them dictations, have them search their memories for synonyms
and antonyms if they can, ask them to use words in sentences
or write simple sentences containing the words. Review old -

vocabulary with them. Make this part of the lessons as
challenging and fun as you can.

,LEAD QUESTIONS NECESSARY FOR PICK THE PICTURES EXERCISES

Please bring these leads to class when doing the units
indicated, since the students cannot complete the exercises
without them. You will read the lead statements or questions
and the students will select the pictures which correspond
to the leads.

Leads for_Series_B

UNIT I
(Part 7)

1. You should wear steel-toed shoes to proteCt your feet.

2. You should know where the fire extinguishers are in your
shop.

UNIT II
(Part 5)

1. Which hammer is used for bringing down.elight bulges in
your metal?

2. Which hammer is used for picking up low spots?

3. Which hammer is used for smoothening damaged metal?

4. Which hammer is used for roughing out large dents?

(Pal:t 9)

1.. You can use this tool to remove standard screws.

2. This tool is used for putting on phillips screws.
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3. You can remove this screw with a phiiiipsi screrdriver.

4. You can remove this screw with a standard screwdriver.

(Part 14)

1. Which file is used for smoothning metal?

2. Which file is used foe cutting or shaping plastic filler

before, it hardens?

3. Which file is used for sanding plastic filler?

(Part 17)

1. Which tool is used for mixifig plastic filler?
4,

2. Which tool is used for sandiAg plastic filler?

3. Which tools are used for applying plastic filler?

UNIT I I I

(Parr 4)

1. Which disc grinder is powered by electricity?

2. Which disc grinder is powered by air?

UNIT IV
(Part 1)

I. Which tools will you be using in the hammer-on-dolly

operation?

(Part 3)

1. \Oat is the proper technique for holding a hammer for

metal bumping and dinging?

2. How do you hold a hammer when you are pounding nails?

(Part 8)

1. What is the correct position of your tools for hammer-

off-dolly operation?

2. What is the correct position of your toolO,JOL_bareser5.

on-dolly operation? ..

4 2
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UNIT V'
(Part 2)

1. Which way do you hold the hammer handle for picking and
filing?

Leads for Series A

UNIT I
(Part 3)

1. You should wear this safety equipment when you paint cars.

2. You should wear this safety equipment at all times.

3.. In case of fire, you should know where this safety
equipment is in your shop.

4. You should wear this. safety equipment when you are welding.

5. You should wear this safety equipment when. you are working
with plastic filler.

6. You 8hould4wear this safety equipment when you use the
power grinder or drill.

UNIT II
(Part 3)

1. Which tool is used for bumping and dinging?.

2. Which tool is used for picking up low spots?

3. Which tools are used for.roughing .out damaged metal.?

4. Which tool is used for bringing down slight bulges in
the metal?

(Part.6)

I. This file is used to reveal high spots and low spots in
plastic filler.

2. This file is ued to smoothen metal.

3. This file is used to cut and shape plastic filler when
it is not hard yet.

(Part 8)

1. Which tools ar used for mixing plastic filler?

2. Which tools are used for applying plastic filler?

' 1.
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1. Which tool is used_for making, smooth sUrfaces?

UNIT III
(Part 2)

1. Which hiscgr inder is powered by air?

2. Which disc grinder has a removable handle?

3. Which disc grinder weighs about seven_pounds?

4. Which disc grinder has a pistol grtp?

(Part 3)

1: Which is the rectangular orbi tal sander?"

2. Which is the round orbital sander?

UNIT IV
(Part.1)

1. What is the proper technique for,Holding a hammer for
metal bumping and dinging?

2. How do you hold a hammer when you are pounding na.ils?

(second Pickaithe Pictures exercise for Part I)

)7---
1. Which tools will you be using in the hammer-on-doh1V

operation?

(Part 4)

1. Which picture shows the hammer-off-dolly operation?

UNIT V
(Part 1)

1. Which way do you tiold the hammer handle for picking and
filing? '

SUGGESTIONS FOR OTHER ACTIVITIES

If at all possiblea-try to borrow or buy a set of
autobody tools and MO supplies for use in the classroom.
The students can thereby get a closer look at the equipment
then the videotape affords; holding and manipulating the
tools ana supplies gives the eudents a better idea of
their weight and lase. After watching a lecture and doing
the exercises, students can name the supplies, tools, and
the parts of the tools, and can also demonstrate ,the correct
way to hold and use them.
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Below is a lilt of the equipment you can bring to the
classroom during the viewing of each unit, and some sug-
gestions for use of the equipment.

UNIT I (1

particle.mask
respirattir
goggles
welding goggles
fire extinguisher
steel toed shoes

Have the students name the objects and pass them around,

UNIT II

finishing hammer
picking hammer
shrinking hammer
hall-peen hammer
all-purpose dolly
quarter-inch drive ratchet
three-eighths-inch drive ratchet
ratchet extensions
water pump pliers
regular pliers
phillips screwdrivers and screws
regular screwdrivers and screws
roloc disc
hand drill.
wire-end brush
speed file
Vixen file
Bondo file
reverse hammer
tin snips

.blow gun
measuring tape
putty knives of different mixes
squee-gees of different sizes
:sanding block
/sandpaper

Have the students name the tools and parts of the tool*.
iPass the tools around and have the students show how to hold

them. Ask the students tO tell what the tools ar used for.

UNIT III

disc gvinders of different sizes and shapes
feather-edgers of different types
straight-line sander
air buffers of different types
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alr wrenches of difflerent shapes
zip gun and attachments for it

Have the students name the toolS and parts of the tools.
Pass the tools around and have the students show how to hold
the tools. Ask the students what the tools are used for.

UNIT IV

finishing hmmer
dolly
pieces of ent metal or a bent fender

Ask .he students to demonstrate how to hold and use the
hammer. 1Iavi them show the different positions of the
hammer al i dolly on the metal for 'the hammer-on-dolly and
hammer-o f-dolly techniques. Also have them demonstrate
how to " ounce the dolly" and then how to "push the dolly up."

UNIT V

pick h-mmer
Vixen file

. .

piece of bent metal or a bent fecider

Ask the students to demonstrate how to hold a'pick hammer
Then have them show how to tap the pick under a low spot in
the metal or fenaer, and feel.the taps with the,ir fingertips
to find where they should pick up. Then have them look at
the blade of the Vixen file and indicate which way they would
need to push or pull the file in order to. file. Ask them to
demonserate what "cross-filing" is.

UNIT VI

disc grinder
16-grit, 24-grit, and 36-grit grinding disc
safety shield or goggles

Ask the students to name the parts of the disc grinder
and then ask one student to put a disc on the grinder. Hve
the other students tell what he/she is doing, step-by-step, '

as the student puts the disc on. Ask a student to show the .

angle to hold the grinder disc at, for a production job and
then for A quality job. Ask the students to choose the
correct disc(s) for A production job and then'for qUality
job

UNIT VII

plastic filler
cream hardener
sques-gee
putty kniCe
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Bondo filo
mixing pan
feather-edger
sanding block
40-grit sandpaper
600-grit Aandpapor
particle mask
piece of metal or .fender

Have the students name ail of the supplies and ] tools.
If you haveltime and enough space, haye the,stutlants try
miXing and applying a littl, filler to the piece of,motal
or fender, and then shaping it with the Bondo filo. If
actually doing this whole procedure is not possible, have
tho students do the correct motions for Mixing the filler
and hardener together, and for cross-filing with the Bondo
file.

UNIT Vint

welding torch
wire brush
striker
hammer
tip cleaner
welding goggles
welding rod
brazing rod
flux-coated brazing rod

Ask the students to name the supplies and tools.
o

UNir IX

spray /Un

Have the students name the parts of the gun, and then
have them indkcate which parts you use to adjust the width
of the fan, the amount of paint going into the gun, the
amount of air 'coming out of the gun, and the angle Of the
fan or spray patters.

UNIT X

can of acrylic lacquer
can of acrylic namel
can of synthetic enamel
dbgroaser or solvent

masking tape
a tire cover

can of varnish and: tacking.rag
,a transfOrmor ,

lacquer thinner
enamel reducer
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Have the stUdents name the supplies, and tell the
order in which they are used, and what they are used for.

UNIT XI

feathet-edger
220-grit sandpaper
putty knife or sguee-gee
glazing putty
sanding block
150-grit sandpaper
primer gun

'V'

c.

(N

Have the students-name the supplies, and tell what
they are used for.

UNIT XII

rubbing compound
buffer
sanding block
can of acrylic lacquer
lacquer thinner

(
Have the students nve the.supplies, and tell what they

are used for and in what order they are used.

Another type of classroom activity, if you havp video
taping facilities, is tO let the students improvise in front
of'the camera. This is not strictly a listening activity,
of course, since the stvdents 'get practice in speaking as
well. It can serve many purposes. It provides for more
extensive interaction betweet? students. The students can
use their creativity and senee of humor when improvising.
It provides for wider exploration of vocabulary dnd situa-,
tional expressions. Done once or twice a month, it breaks
the lock-step of viewing the tapes and doing the exercises,
and adds interest, excitement, and fun to the classroom.
After taping, the stUdents can view the tapes and see them-
selves speaking Enliish and interacting.

Seeing themhelves on camera can provide a whole new
aspect of exploration for teacher and stndents, Cohversa-.
tion after viewing the taPes can focus on coRtent of the
situations.and on the non-verbal communication which is a
part of interaction. Body'language, gesiures, facial
expressions, eye contact, proximity (how close the speakers
stand to each other), posture, and touching can all be
considered in terms of politeness,Aisplays of Authority
or respect, emotions each as happiness or anger, and feelings
of relationsh it), such as liking or dislike. Thii activity
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works best with the more advinced students, of course,
,even the more basic students benefit from and epjoy
improvising.

I -gave my classes dialogs to initiate theit improvi-
sations with:. I also wrote a few idioms and phrases which
they could use in their improvisatitn if they wanted to.
I typed the dialogs and phrase list: on ditto masters and
ran copies off for the students to use.in class. I only
gave them the dialog they were going to use in class that
day, rather than giying.them all the dialogs in advance,

Here are some suggestions on how to conduct the,
improvisation classes and the iaping. Give the students
the dialog (and phrases). Read and have them rpeat the
English. Make sure they understand the ituation and
vocabulary. Ask them to get a partner (or partners, dependr
ing upon the requirements of the particular situation).
Give them time to practice the dialog with their partner(s)
a few times until they have it memorized. Then have them
act out the complete situation in front of the camera,
beginning witfi the dialog 4nd going into improvisation.
They should carry on the conversation to some realistic
conclusion. 1

If your students are shy or feel they need to "prepare"
before going in'front olf the camera, you can have them do a
semi-prepared improviselion instead. This would entail
giving, them time to-peak and decide on the.general content
of the conversation and conclusion of the situation. And,
for students who have a hard time doing that, you might
give them rime to write a continuation of the dialog with
their partner(s), and speak the dialog before the camera.
The intent of Chese variAtions Is to make the before-camera .

improvisation classes as fun aqg non-threatening as possible,
so that the students all can beWefit from and enjoy the
activity.

After all of the, students have dofie their iMprovisations
before the camera, play the tape back so that they can see
themselves. After watching each improvisationl give the
students time to.laugh, talk, tease, or congratulate each
other. Then initiate conversation about the situation, and
also mention the cultural, nonAMitbal, or language aspects
of their improvisation which oftur to you.

Belew are some_of the dialogs I gave my students to
initiate'the improvisations:

1) Dialog Situation: Policeman stops a man who was speeding.
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A: Okay, buddy, let's see your dAver'm license.

Ii But officer, I was

A.

etc..

Phrases and Words_

(Wing) the speed limit
go(ing) 20 miles over the speed limit
reckless driving ,

.a menace on wheels
spee(Jometer
traffic court
a speeding ticket
a traffic violation

2) Dialo_g_ Situation: Two autobody repairmen in a shop.

A: Hey, (name) , could I borrow five dollars?_
.11:. Again? I loaned you ten Oollars last week.

A: bon't worry, I'll pay you back.

B: Somehow I don't believe you.

A: Come on, I promise

B.

Phrases and Words

you borrowed from me
please loan me
I need it for
write an IOU
.stinqr
'trust Me
emergency

3) Dialoi.Situation: Two friends in a rettaurant.

Waiter: Here's your bill. ',Thank you.

Customer A: Okay, thanks.
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Cuatomer B: He're, I'll take the check.

A: No, that's okay. I'll pay for it this time.,\

B: How much is it?

A: Fifteen dollars. Oh, no, / forgot my wallt. I guess
you'll have to take it.

B: I can't believe this-- I can't find my wallet either!

A:

etc.

4) Dialog_Situation: Two repairmen in a shop.

A: Hey, look what r found under the seat of that Chevvy.
-J

B: A twenty! Far-out! What are you going to do with it?

A: I don't know. I haveng decided yet . .

B

ete.

5) Dialog_Situtqion: Autobody repairman asking his boss
for a pay raise.

A: Excuse me, Mr. (name) . Can I talk with you a minute?

B: Sure, (name) . What's happening?

A: Well, you know that I've been working here for about .

.

etc..

Phrases and Wo41

cost of living
inflation
job benefiti
sCheduled pay raises
working conditions,
overtime pay

- work experience



TO THE pEADING RIGHT TEACHER

The information in this teachet'm manual will give you
.an overview of the purpose of the reading text and some tips
\mi how to use the text in the classroom.

PURPOSE-

Generally, the purpose of the reading text is to demon-
strate how the reading skills needed in a particular vocation,
in this case, autobody repair, can be incorporated into an
English-as-a-second-language program for adults.

A

Specifically, our purpose was to develop a text which
oould be used to prepare students for autobody repair training.

'We designed the Reading Right text, then, to meet the,.
needs of future autob&TY repair students. Each unit in the
text focuses .on one or two reading skill& the students will use
when they go into autobody cepair.training. It is important to
note that the text is not an autobody repair training manual.
The text is intended to prepare non-native English speakers
for autobody repair training programs. In addition, the text
is intended to serve as a model"for other vocational training
programs ih which non-native English speakers are enrolled.
Since the text is ecniodel, parts of it may ba used or copied
for other programs (with the ekception of the reading about
lifting from the American Medical Society). Also parts of the
text may be Used or adapted in programs which are noE designed
specifically for autobody repair students.

ASSUMPTIONS

We have made three basic assumptions about the students
who will use this text. First, they are adult,-non-native
learners of English. Second, they are literate; that is,
they can read and write in their own languages. Third, the
students have had some experience speaking, reading and writing
the Englisn language, probably in school-S-in--bWair-imilr----'
countries. The text is not intended for students who are
illiterate or who hive-no experience with the English language.

RGAN I ZAT I ON-

There are three types of readings in the text:

1. There are readings abou.t.Mahimahi Island,
an imaginary place, which is located somewhere in the Pacific
Ocean near Hawaii. The purpose of these stories is to give
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the students.reading skills that they Will need for everyday
living. Placing such stories on an imaginary ,island allowed
us to control the situation more than we could if we wrote
specifically about Honolulu, for example. Since Honolulu
will change, stories about Honolulu can become dated and
Perhaps confusing. Using an imaginary place also makes it
easier for students from other islands or from other parts
of the country to uee.the materials.

2. There are cultural explorations which give
specific information about tieing in the United States.

I. There are/language use sections in the text.
These sections allow the student to delve further into
vocabulary or structures which were used in a lesson.

CLOVE READINGS

There are twelve units in the text. Most of these units
contain at least one cloze reading. Cloze readings have
words loft out at regular intervals. As the students read,
they are to fill in the missing words. The purpose of the
cloze readings is to give the students practice in predicting
what in coming tn a passage (some;thing all fluent readers do),
and to wean the students away from word by word reading and
heavy dependency on the dictionary. There will be missing
words that the students cannot figure out. The cloze pro-
endure helps teach the students that the meaning in a passage
s Cu the entire passage not just in isolated words. Often,
even without some of the words, -the students can still
understand the passage. The cloze procedure builds confidence

\.as the students see that it is possible, and in fact
'dealrable to queus_using what knowledge they have about
English. The procedure also helps build awarenese of the
structure of English by helping the students see what can
and-cannot fit in a blank.

In the cioze readings in this manual the first sentence
is complete. Then starting with the second sentence every
fifth word is left out. If a missing word starts with a con- _
sonant, the consonant is given, and there is a blank for
each missing letter. If the missing word starts with a
vowel, there is no first letter given, and there is a blink
for each missing letter. The,comprete reading with no
blanks follows each cloze reading. Some of the cloze style
readings are in pairs. The second reading of.a pair has the
seine title as the first reading,of a paie. The second reading
also has a number and a letter. For example, Reading 1 is the
first of a pair; Reading 1A is the Second of A-pair. Both
readings have the same title; they are about the same topic.
Reading 1 is the easier of the two, Reading IA has more
coMpound and complex sentences. Reading l should be done
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first. Some readers may find Reading 1 enough of a challenge,
in which case they can skip Reading IA and go to Reading 2,
skip 2A and go to Reading 3.

It is important to realize that the more a reader knows
about a topic the easier it is to read about that topic.
Since A readings are about.the same topic as the first reading
of a pair,some students may find them not so difficult after
they have read the first reading. You May want to keep a recerd
of student opinion about which reading of a pair is the easiere
students should not look at the complete reading to check a
cloze story untA4 they are sure they've aone all they can to
complete the story. Probably they will need to read the story
two or %time times or more.

You may want the students to go directly to the comprehension
questions after they fill in a cloze reading. In this way they
can check their comprehension to see how much they understand
of a story even though they may not have been able to till in
all the blanks. It is realistic to expect students to be ablk
to understand a passage even fhough some of the words are
missing.

It is important that the students have a change in the
classtoom to discuss the cloze readings. In independent work
with cloze we found that students tended to race ahead, not
really thinking about what they Were rcading. We foUnd in our
work with croze readings that students whp worked completely
-independently with no follow-up classroom discussions did not
benefit from the cloze procedure like those who had classroom
discussion.

Recommended procedure for cloze readings is as follows:

1. Students read eloze Reading 1 and try to fill in
the blanks.

2.--Student8 reread as many times as they need min
order to fill in as much as they can. ,

3. Students check their read4ngs with the-completed
story which follows the cloze.

OR Students go directly to the comprehension
questions.

4. Classroom discussion follows after students
complete the comprehension questions.

OR Classroom discussion can follow after the cloys
reading and before the comprehension questions.

,1
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5. During discussion of- the close readings, you

should be sure to use xamples from the studentst
work, if the students are agreeable, to show how
some guesses are possible and some are not possible.
Remember to point out to the students,with specific
examples, how some blanks can be filled in only
after the whole paragraph or perhaps the whole
story is read. Point out clues that the students
should learn to watch for. If you are unfamiliar
with the cloze procedure. or with the theory behind
it,sse TESOL Quarterly for articles on its into;
also,for information on miscues and prediction in
reading,see articles by Kenneth Goodman.

PROCEDURES FOR OTHER READINGS

The other sections of the text can be-handled as independent
study or as classroom readings with discussion. The answers
for all the exercises are in Volume 3 of the text.

Translations in Ilocano, Tagalog, Korean, and Vietnamese
are in the student translation manual. The translations
consist of previews for each unit, vocabulary, cultutal
explorations and directions for exercibes. You should
ncourage your students to use the translation manuals.
Especially, they should be familiar with the specialized
vocabulary that appears in some of the readings before they
actually do the readings in English.

Many students need the learning reinforcement that comes
in class or small group discussions. If you use independent
stedy as a procedure in your classroom,be sure to monitor,
your students work carefully. Periodic class or small group
discussion will probably be necessary to insure that the students
do understand their work.

We encourage you to bring in material from the community
as the class progresses. Such things as actual job application
blanks, repair forms, and bus schedules,along with newspapers,
adsland government forms,all help the student apply the skills
learned in the reading text. Also,there are commercial

. reading kits available which can add further variety in the
classroom.

TESTING AND REVIEW

Unit XII is a testing unit. It provides an opportunity
for Students to use their speaking and listening skills
as well as their reading and writing skills. 'Unit XII
requires that.the students use specific skills that they
have learned in the reading text. We hope the unit will
provide an opportunity for students to test themselves to
see how well they can read and follow directions and how
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, well they can communicate with others in a group situation.
-this_final unit to integrate all the

language skills--speaking, listening, reading and writing--

with an emphasis on reading.

The point of this unit, of course, is for the students

to fuaction without you, so you should remain in the

backgrOund. You may want to divide the students into groups

yourself if they are reluctant to begin, and perhaps set

a flexible deadline for completing the assignment. After

you discuss the unit with the students, however, they should
be allowed to'complete the activities together with as
little direction from you as possible.

IN CONCLUSION

.We hope you will find this text useful, and that you
will adapt it to the needs of your students, adding or
subtracting material frOm it so that it can best meet the

needs of your students.
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